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MONOTONICITY OF HYPERBOLIC CURVATURE

Jong Su An and Tai Sung Song

1・ Introduction

Let Q be a hyperbolic region in the complex plane C and Kq (a, 7) 
denote the hyperbolic curvature of a C2 curve 丁 i교 Q at a point a 6 
7. Flinn and Osgood (이 established a monotonicity property for the 
hyperbolic curvature. They proved that if Q is a simply connected 
subregion of a simply connected hyperbolic region A, then for any C2 
curve 7 in Q

max {Kq (a, 7),2) < max {K^ (a, 7) ,2).

They also showed that the monotonicity property would not extend to 
arbitrary hyperbolic regions.

In this paper we show that the conclusion of the Flinn-Osgood 
Monotonicity Theorem remains valid for arbitrary hyperbolic regions 
provided that the group homomorphism g* : 7r(Q,a) t tt (△点)in
duced by the inclusion mapping g : Q t △ is a monomorphism.

2. Universal covering projections

Let D be the open unit disk in the complex plane C. Suppose Q 
is a hyperbolic region C and a G Q. Then there exists a holomorphic 
universal covering projection f : (Z),0) . This is called the
General Riemann Mapping Theorem (see [1, p.142 ] or [2, p.39 ]); in 
case Q is simply connected this is the Riemann Mapping Theorem. We 
shall need the following properties of a covering projection, (see [4, Ch. 
5 ] or [8, Ch. 3 ]).
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(1) Given any path 7 in 12 with initial point a, there is a unique 
path 7 in D with initial point 0 such that / o 7 = 7. The path 7 is 
called the lift of 7 via f.

(2) Suppose 7i, 72 are two paths in Q from a to the common terminal 
point b・ Let 节 be the unique lift of % via / with, initial point 0. Then 
71 and 72 have the same terminal point if and only if 71 is homotopic 
to 72 in Q with fixed end points.

(3) Suppose 7 is a closed path in Q based at a and 7 is the lift of 
7 via f with initial point 0. Then 7 is a closed path if and only if 7 is 
null homotopic.

(4) If g :(以 0) t (Q, a) is any holomorphic fimction, then there is 
a unique holomorphic function g : (B,0) t (P,0) such that f。g = g・ 
The function g is called the lift of g relative to /.

We briefly indicate 난le construction of g. For z G P let 7 be any 
path in D from 0 to z. 모hen 7 = go彳 is a path in Q from atoz = g (z) • 
Since / is a covering projection, there is a unique lift of 7 in D via 
/ with initial point 0. Let w be the terminal point of & Then define 

= w. It remains to show that g is well-defined. Suppose 71,72 히:。 
both paths in D from 0 to z. Then % = g o % (顶=L 2) are paths in Q 
from a to z. Since D is simply connected, 71 is homotopic to 72 in D. 
It follows that 71 is homotopic to 72 in Q. Let be the lift of 为 via 
f with initial point 0. Then & and 62 have the same terminal point 
since 71 is homotopic to 72- This proves that g is well-defined.

We shall employ this lifting property in the special case where f : 
(Z),0) 一낭 and h : (D,0) —> (A, a) are covering projections, Q C 
△ and g : Q t △ is the inclusion map. Then g 0 f : (Z),0) —> (A, a) 
has a lift g via h.

The fundamental group of Q with base point a will be demoted by 
7r(Q,a). For a closed path 7 based at a, [7] is the homotopy clas용 
determined by 7. A continuous function g : (ft, a) —> (A,&) induces 
a group homomorphism g* : tt (J2,a) —> tt (A, b) defined by g* ([시) = 
[9。시.
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The following result is well known (see [6]). We include a proof for 
the convenience of the reader.

Theorem 1. Suppose Q and △ are hyperbolic regions in C with 
Q U △ and q € Q, Let g : Q t △ be the inclusion map and g* : 
7f(Q?g) —> 7r (A, a) the induced group homomorphism. Assume that 
f : (D,0) —> (Q a) and h : (Z),0) —> (A, a) are h시。mo叩初c universal 
covering projections. If is a monomorphism, then there exists a 
conformal mapping g of (Z), 0) into itself such that f ~ g o f = h og.

Proof. We already know that a holomorphic function g : (D, 0)—> 
(25,0) exists such that go f — hog. All that remains is to show that g 
is one-to-one. Suppose Zl, 刼 C D, 芬초 尹 為 and 孑(务) = 歹(刼). Let 祐 
be the radial path in Q from 0 to 名(j = 1,2). Then 为 = / o 节 is a 
path in Q from a to J (有). Note 난]at

g =顷(砌=/晌㈤)=g,

so that 71,72 both end at the same point. Because 71,72 do not have 
the same endpoint but do have the same initial point, the paths 71,72 
are not homotopic in Q, Hence, [71 *7厂] is nontrivial i효 7r
Since g* is a monomophism, we conclude that [71 * g厂]is also non
trivial in 兀(△)a)} or 了1 and 72 are not homotopic in △. If 如=歹o 节， 
then

Thus, 8j is a lift of via the covering h : (Z>,0) —> (A, a) and 0 is the 
initial point of 63. Because 71 is not homotopic to 72 in A, it follows 
that &and & must have distinct endpoints. This contradicts the fact 
that both ^and 82 end at }(W)=孑(為)• This contradiction shows 
that g must be injective.

Remark. For multiply connected regions Q U △ there is a simple 
geometric criterion for g* to be a monomorphism. The condition is 
that every hole in Q must contain at least one hole of A.
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3・ Hyperbolic curvature

We begin by recalling a few basic facts about the hyperbolic cur
vature. We refer the reader to [5], [6], and [7] for further details. Let 
An (z) \dz\ be the hyperbolic metric on the hyperbolic region Q. If 7 is 
a C2 curve in a hyperbolic region Q with parametrization z = z (t), 
then the hyperboEc curvature of 7 at a point z = z (£) is given by

r, / x 1 \j,( ,.e)T / 5 log Aft(Z)/(t))'KQ(z，» = E [Ke (z,g) + 21m [一瓦-------- -

where

"，7)=诂商{淵}

denotes the eu시idean 여丄rvature of 7 at z — (f). Because the hy
perbolic metric is invariant under holomorphic covering projections, 
the same is true of the hyperbolic curvature. 꼬hat is, Kq (2?, 7) = 
Kg、(f (z), / o 7) if (2 and △ are hyperbolic regions and J : J2 —> A is a 
holomorphic covering projection of Q onto △・

Lemma* Suppose Q and △ are hyperbolic simply connected regions 
in C. If g is a conformal mapping of 12 onto g(Q) C △, ihen for any 
path 7 in Q

max {Kq (a, 7),2} < max {孩\ (g(a), g o 이, 2} .

Proof. Since the hyperbolic curvature is a conformal invariant,

Kq (a, 7) = KgW (g(a), 507).

The Flinn-Osgood Monotonicity Theorem yields

max{K”Q)(g(a), 907),2} < max {K^ (g(a),g o 7), 2}
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so this establishes the lemma.

We can now state our main result.

Theorem 2. Suppose Q and △ are hyperbolic regions, Q U △ and 
a € Q. If g : Q t the inclusion map and g* : 7r(Q,a) —> tt (A, a) 
is a monomorphism^ then for any path 7 through a,

max {K요 (角 7),2} < max {K^ (a, 7),2} =

Proof. We need only consider the case in which Kq (a, 7) > 2. Let 
f : m。) -셔 (Jl, a) and h : (D,0) t (A, a) be holomorphic universal 
covering projections. Since g* is a monomorphism, it follows from 
Theorem 1 that there is a conformal mapping g of (P,0) into itself 
such that go f = hog. Let 7 be the lift of 7 via f with initial point 0. 
Then 8 = goy is the lift of 7 via h with initial point 0. The invariance 
of hyperbolic curvature unde호 holomorphic coverings implies that

Kq(") = Kd(0,，)，K"a,g) = KD(0,F),

so it suffices to show that

Kd(0,5%Kd(0,3).

Since 歹 is a conformal mapping of (D,0) into itself and goy — 毎 
Kd (0,7)Z 2, this is a consequence of previous Lemina.

If Q is a simply connected sub호egion. of a hyperbolic region then 
7r(fi,a) — 1 for each a £ Q, Hence the induced group homomorphism 
g* : 7F(Q,a) —，tt (A, a) is a monomorphism. Thus, we obtain the 
following result.

Corollary. Suppose △ is a hyperbolic region in C and Q is a simply 
connected subregion of If y is a path m Q, then for all z E

max {Kq (z, 7),2} < max {K^ (z, 7), 2).
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